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ABSTRACT
I have coined the term MetaRegionalism to describe current art practices in the Midwest 
that are inspired in various ways by the forms, ideologies, and histories of Regionalism.  One of 
the main concerns of the Depression-era Regionalist movement  was to create art that reflected 
the values of American regional culture.  The Regionalist movement was pervaded by ideas of 
conservation, preservation, and celebration of these localities.   This paper concentrates on 
Regionalism in Iowa, drawing connections between it and the various current social, political and 
artistic expressions that I have deemed “MetaRegionalist”, including my own work.  
As my graduate thesis, the paper also offers an overview of my graduate artistic practice, 
viewing it through the lens of this new MetaRegionalist ideal.  A key difference between historic 
Regionalism and present-day MetaRegionalism is the latter’s existence in the era of technology 
and internet.  Reflecting this, I originally used Twitter as the platform for delivery of my thesis.   
I intended this action  to relay the power of social media to connect, support, and strengthen, 
connections between isolated areas, which may then exist simultaneously globally and locally.  
This printed version of the thesis preserves the appearance of the original Twitter feed.  
As such, it should be read from the last page (not inclusive of references) to the first.  To view 
the thesis in its evolving state go to:  www.twitter.com/MetaRegionalism.  All links in this PDF 
are live and will redirect readers to the Twitter feed, which includes all posts, hashtags, and 


























































































































View more photos and videos; <  9  2 :
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View more photos and videos; <  9  1 :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · 11h
A #typewriter was inviting #participation. 
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View more photos and videos; <  9  :
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; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Apr 6
Is everything humans do some form of a #game?



















































































































; <  9  3 :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Mar 31
#Craft can be a powerful #tool, but its absence is as well.
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; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Mar 31
The missing link between natural plants; plastics and paper, is the human.
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; <  1 9  1 :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 23
Our #drivethru is dark.




; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 23
Where’s the jelly?  How about a #jam?























; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 22
Maybe to some, wealth and #power are consequences not goals.




































View more photos and videos; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 21
10. We can see our present as an #abstraction of our past.





















; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 19
4. We are #local culture enthusiasts.
; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 19
3. We are #ritual creators, rooted in practices of the past.
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MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 19
#Iowa 










































; <  9  :
MetaRegionalism @MetaRegionalism · Jan 14
It is the duty of a DIYer to pull a lever of frenzy.  We are #frenzy.
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